No matter your experience level, you can advance your career and demonstrate your achievements through industry-recognized Microsoft Certifications.

Learn more at: microsoft.com/certifications

### Azure
- Azure Administrator Associate: AZ-104
- Azure Security Engineer Associate: AZ-108
- Azure Architect Associate: AZ-139
- Azure Database Administrator Associate: DP-200
- Data Engineer Associate: DP-401
- Azure Solutions Architect Expert: AZ-400

### Microsoft 365
- Developer Associate: MS-300
- Messaging Administrator Associate: MS-203
- Modern Desktop Administrator Associate: MN-100
- Teams Administrator Associate: MN-700

### Dynamics 365
- Dynamics 365 Sales Consultant Associate: MS-200
- Dynamics 365 Customer Service Consultant Associate: MS-210
- Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management Consultant Associate: MS-220
- Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations Consultant Associate: MS-230
- Dynamics 365 Business Central Consultant Associate: MS-240

### Power Platform
- Power Platform App Maker Associate: PL-100
- Power Platform Developer Associate: PL-200
- Power Platform Solution Architect: PL-500
- Power Platform Solution Architect: PL-600

### Security, Compliance, and Identity
- Security Compliance and Identity Fundamentals: SC-900
- Identity and Access Administrator Associate: SC-300
- Information Protection Administrator Associate: SC-400

### Role-based Certifications
Expands your technical skill set across specializations

- Azure Administrator Associate: AZ-100
- Azure Developer Associate: AZ-200
- Azure Security Engineer Associate: AZ-300
- Azure Architect Associate: AZ-400
- Azure Database Administrator Associate: DP-200
- Data Engineer Associate: DP-401
- Azure Solutions Architect Expert: AZ-400

### Fundamentals
Master the basics across specialty areas

- Azure Administrator Associate: AZ-104
- Azure Developer Associate: AZ-200
- Azure Security Engineer Associate: AZ-300
- Azure Architect Associate: AZ-400
- Azure Database Administrator Associate: DP-200
- Data Engineer Associate: DP-401
- Azure Solutions Architect Expert: AZ-400

### Security, Compliance, and Identity
- Security Compliance and Identity Fundamentals: SC-900
- Identity and Access Administrator Associate: SC-300
- Information Protection Administrator Associate: SC-400
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